Hamilton Beach® 4-in-1 Electric Spiralizer

**Healthy, Fun Meals** – Effortlessly transform vegetables and fruits into spirals and ribbons for nutritious and visually appetizing meals. Serving zoodles and swooldes is a fun and tasty way to incorporate more veggies into your family’s diet.

**Four Delicious Options** – Featuring three spiral widths and a ribbon cone, you can now create vegetable pasta specific to each dish. From thin spirals like spaghetti to thicker spirals like linguine and fettucini, or even ribbons, the 4-in-1 spiralizer is perfect for zucchini, squash, cucumbers, large carrots, potatoes and more.

**Large Chute and Bowl** – Minimize your prep work with the 2.5 inch chute that fits a variety of vegetables and fruits whole. The included bowl holds up to six cups of spiralized contents and comes with a lid for easy storage.

**Easy to Use and Store** – The 4-in-1 Spiralizer includes a metal food grip to hold food securely. All removable parts are dishwasher safe and comes equipped with a cleaning brush, as well as cord storage. The chute flips upside down and the cutting cones fit neatly into the bowl for a compact storing option.
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**DETAILS**

**Product Name:** Hamilton Beach® 4-in-1 Electric Spiralizer (Model 70935)
**MSRP:** $49.99
**Availability:** April 2017 exclusively at Bed Bath & Beyond
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